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Abstract — Currently, in the marine seismic exploration, the presence of multiple seriously affects the image quality of the seismic
data and regional structural interpretation. In processing of the data, multiple attenuation is emphasis and difficulty. It is the more
widely used method to remove multiple wave using surface-related multiple elimination (SRME for short) and predictive
deconvolution. And people generally uses SRME first, and using predictive deconvolution secondly. In this paper we found in
WenChang area, it is better to attenuate the multiple and save effective wave that using predictive deconvolution first through a
large number of experiments to the data of this area.
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using the predictive deconvolution can effectively attenuate
the multiple wave.
The predictive step can be got easily by auto-correlation
in the process of applying predictive deconvolution to
attenuate the multiple wave. It doesn’t need the speed and
other auxiliary information in the operation. What’s more,
predictive deconvolution has simple parameter settings, high
processing speed and other characteristics. At present it has
been widely applied to suppress multiple wave and becomes
the common methods of eliminating ghost reflection,
reverberation or middle-short term multiple wave with
simple forms [2-3].
The basic principle of using predictive deconvolution to
attenuate the multiple wave can be seen as follows.
Assume that the input is xt ,and the predictors is

I. INTRODUCTION
In Marine Seismic Data, the presence of multiple wave
seriously affects the speed analysis, migration, superposition
and so on in the treating process, affects authenticity and
reliability of data, and affects structure interpretation and
reservoir prediction of the data. In recent years, with the
continuous development of marine seismic exploration being
in the direction of high precision processing, the problem of
multiple wave attenuation has also gotten more and more
attention.
II. MULTIPLE ELIMINATION METHOD
At present there are many multiple attenuation methods.
Generally it has two kinds of thoughts. One is
to carry on filter processing based on the difference between
the multiple wave and effective wave, and the other one is to
simulate or make a back analysis and prediction of multiple
based on wave equation, then minus the predicted multiple
wave from the original seismic data. There are rather serious
short cycle multiple wave in most of data existed in W work
area at sea. Applying any kind of multiple wave attenuation
method can not completely suppress multiple wave. Aiming
at this question, we choose to use the method of combining
predictive deconvolution and SRME to carry on short cycle
multiple wave attenuation.
A.

The Principle of
Suppressing Multiple

Predictive

c(t )  (c(0), c(1), , c(m)), and the actual output is

y (t )  x (t   )  c (t )  x (t ), expect output is x(t  ）.The
output error is e(t   )  x (t   )  y (t ) . In least square

sense, the error energy is the least. That is to say, we can use
the following equation to solve the predictor.
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In equation (1), the left side rxx is the auto-correlation of

Deconvolution

seismic record, and desired output x(t  ）and the original
seismic record are cross-correlation.That is to say, a seismic
record with time shifting  has the auto-correlation with the
original seismic record.
rxx ( s   )   x(t   ) x(t  s) ( s  0,1, , m) (2)

In 1969, Peacock and Treitel put forward predictive
deconvolution technology for the first time [1]. Since then,
the technology in seismic data processing is very widely
used to compress seismic wavelet so as to improve the
resolution of the data.
Because the multiple wave has a certain regularity and
cyclicality in time, and predictive
deconvolution has an application parameter with
relatively definite physical meaning, namely predictive step,
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Thus, we get the structure deconvolution factor after
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If in the ghost reflection, when seismic source is on the
water surface the round-trip travel time is t g . And the water
reflection coefficient of the water surface is  R0 . So we can
get the deconvolution factor. It is
 1
 1


a (t )  (1, 0, ,0, R0 , 0,  ,0, R02 ,).

Here we can use formula (5) to calculate
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Finally, we get the output result by eliminating multiple
wave (ghost reflection).

D

xout  a (t )  x (t )

(6)
From formula (4) (5) we know that using predictive
deconvolution not only can eliminate the ghost reflection but
also can eliminate some cyclical multiple wave. When we
use the predictive deconvolution to eliminate a part of the
multiple wave, the difficulty lies in the confirmation of
prediction step mainly.We can confirm the prediction step
according to the zero characteristics of auto-correlation
function in the first part.
The left of Figure 1 (a) is auto-correlation spectra of shot
gather before the predictive deconvolution. The right of
Figure 1 (a) is auto-correlation spectra after we carry on the
predictive deconvolution. From the contrast analysis of the
auto-correlation spectral we know that we eliminate the side
lobe effects caused by ghost reflection after we use
predictive deconvolution. Using predictive deconvolution
can better attenuate the multiple wave which belongs to the
second class. In theory, we can use the cyclicity of multiple
wave to design different prediction steps. We can use the
deconvolution with several rounds to process and attenuate
the multiple wave with different cycles. But the fact in the
application of actual seismic data is not the case. Because the
increasing number of application about deconvolution
destroys much more the effective signals. We usually use the
seismic data to carry on deconvolution processing within
secondary. Therefore, when we use predictive deconvolution
to attenuate the multiple wave, we mainly design prediction
step according to the first and the second zero value time on
the auto-correlation spectra of original records.We carry on
econvolution processing to attenuate multiple wave caused
by ghost reflection or interlayer [4-5].
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(b)

(c)
Figure 1.The contrast of shot gather auto-correlation, shot gather and
overlap before and after the predictive deconvolution(a. The contrast of
shot gather auto-correlation b. The contrast of shot gather c. The overlap
contrast)

Figure 1 (b) is the contrast of shot gather before and after
the predictive deconvolution. We can see from it that there
are multiple reflection singings of marine layer with strong
amplitude on the original shot gather. Through many
experiments we select 24 ms prediction step to carry on
deconvolution processing. From Figure 1 (b) (c) we can see
that multiple reflection singings are effectively suppressed
after processing.
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B.

operator of the multiple common detector gathers in the
corresponding detector positions. And then according to the
principle of data consistency we combine common shot
gathers and common detector gathers along the seabed to
make the consistency of shot positions and detector
positions. After that, we make all seismic channels which
meet the combination conditions get the convolution and
sum. In this way we can predict that the multiple wave in the
seabed when source-receivers mentioned above act on the
seismic channels.
We apply adaptive method from the original seismic data
to minus the predicted multiple wave in the seabed so as to
realize the attenuation of multiple wave in the seabed. Figure
2 is the contrast of shot gather before and after SRME.

The Principle of SRME Attenuation Seabed Multiple
Wave

Different from propagation process of predictive
deconvolution method based on using simple time shift
describe the wave field, SRME technology predicts surface
multiple wave by the deconvolution of data itself. It is
attenuation seabed multiple wave method which has been
relatively recognized by people in recent years.
SRME method adopts the iteration method to eliminate
the multiple wave related to the seabed. The iterative formula
is

P0( n 1)  P  P0( n ) A ( n 1) P

(7)
Among them, P matrix contains the effective wave and
multiple wave data related to seabed. P0 matrix doesn’t
contain multiple wave data related to seabed. A is surface1
1
related operator, A  [ S ] R0 [ D] ( In it R0 is surfacerelated operator, and S is seismic source operator, and D is
detector operator.) n represents the number of iterations.
We can see from Formula (7) that as long as we give a
(n)
data matrix P0 without the multiple wave we can get an
( n 1)

updated data matrix P0

without the multiple. Generally

we take P  P .
After the data has carried on the pretreatment, and
eliminated the influence of the seismic source and detector,
we assume that the reflection coefficient of seabed is a
constant, so the concrete steps to eliminate the multiple
related to seabed is as follows.
(1) It is predicted to be the multiple wave
field demarcated the surface-related multiple
(0)
0

Figure 2．The contrast of shot gather before and after SRME

III.

M ( n  1)  P0( n )P

In W work area, the water depth of marine seismic data is
100-150 - m. And it belongs to shallow sea data. The
multiple wave, especially the singing in the seabed is very
serious, therefore we need many methods to be combined to
attenuate it. By the original shots in this work area and its
auto-correlation analysis, we can get the prediction step of
this work area is 24 ms. Usually we will choose the
combined method of multichannel predictive deconvolution
with SRME + 24 ms step length. And the processing flow is
that we carry on SRME first, and twe use predictive
deconvolution secondly.
Through repeated experiments we find that we carry on
multichannel predictive deconvolution first in the processing
of the work area, and we carry on SRME processing
secondly. We can ensure that the effective formation is more
continuous while the multiple wave is eliminated. So it will
be more beneficial to the imaging of formation and fracture
surface. Figure 3 (left) shows that we carry on SRME
processing first and carry on multichannel predictive
deconvolution secondly. Figure 3 (right) shows that we carry
on multichannel predictive deconvolution first and carry on
SRME processing secondly. Seen from the comparison of
two pictures, the attenuation degrees of the multiple wave

(2) We will do Fourier inversion about frequency
parameter
to
make the
multiple
wave
data
be converted back into the time domain.





m ( n 1) (t , x R , x s )  FFT 1 M ( n 1)
In it, xR is the coordinate of geophone station , and xs is
the coordinate of seismic source, and t is time variable.
(3) According to the energy minimization principle, we
can calculate a filter operator on each shot gate so as that
after we make the input data minus the predicted the multiple
wave we can get the minimum energy.

p(t, x , x ) a

(n1)

R

t,xR,xS

S



2

(t)m(n1) (t, xR, xS )  min (8)

In fact, this method is to regard any reflection axis in the
seismic data as the sub-reflection of multiple wave related to
the seabed( Assume that the effective wave is zero-order
multiple wave). We use the data consistency principle to
make the original overlap data and itself to carry on space
and time domain convolution along the seabed.
For each set of source-receiver, we respectively extract
from the original data common shot gathers in the
corresponding shot positions and extract from prediction
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ANALYSIS OF ACTUAL DATA PROCESSING
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about the two kinds of processing are similar, but the the
continuity of the event about multichannel predictive
deconvolution carried out first in the picture is better.

be adopted need to constantly test on the data from each
work area so as to get the best process flow.
However, in W work area, we think that using predictive
deconvolution first, and using SRME secondly is more
beneficial to the imaging of the data in this area.
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